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A FEW MORE GIFTS
Ken Tapping,

13th December,

2016

With time now running out, you might be finding
you need a few more items to give the family
astronomer’s stocking that nice “full” look, although
a couple of the things below will require a largerthan-usual stocking. These are things that you or
your astronomer might not think of, but will still be
very useful. Some can be obtained from the
hardware store, or the local pharmacy or opticians.
Even in the age of digital planetaria and
smartphone apps, a good star atlas is a musthave. The venerable “Norton’s Star Atlas” is still a
good buy. The Wil Tirion “Star Atlas 2000” De
Luxe version is a beautiful publication. Look in the
local science store or a good-quality bookstore.
Magazine subscriptions, or maybe just a magazine
tucked into the stocking are always nice things to
have for enjoying on cloudy nights. “Sky and
Telescope” is a magazine for more serious
amateurs, and then there is “Astronomy”, intended
for the more general astronomical readership. You
should consider a subscription to “SkyNews”. This
Canadian magazine has been around now for a
few years and is getting better and better.
Backyard astronomy is a cold activity. Even on
clear summer nights it can be colder than you
think, so a layer or two of warm clothing for feet,
hands and head will be appreciated. How about a
“little red flashlight”? You will have noticed that as
you spend more and more time under a dark, clear
sky, away from lights, you see more and more
detail. Eventually, what starts off as a black sky
with a few stars, turns into a dark grey sky with
thousands of stars. This is the result of a process
called dark adaption. The irises in our eyes open
and close to control the amount of light reaching
the backs of our eyes. Because being overloaded
with light can be dazzling or even painful, those
irises are very conservative, and take their time to
open up when it is really dark.
Having become completely dark adapted, you
don’t want to wreck your night vision by shining a
bright flashlight on your charts or observing notes,

or finding that dropped eyepiece on the ground.
Our eyes can tolerate red light without degrading
our night vision quite as much, so we use red
flashlights when we need some light while
observing. Most of them use LED’s (light emitting
diodes) these days, and some are adjustable. Try
the science store for these.
The lenses or mirrors used in cameras, binoculars
and telescopes are delicate things. Moreover,
these days lenses are likely to have antireflective
coatings that capture more light. However, they do
occasionally get dust, water droplets, finger or
even nose prints. You don’t remove these using
hankies or ordinary tissues. You use fine brushes,
lens cleaning tissues and for the nose prints, lens
cleaning liquids. An aerosol of clean, dry
compressed air is good too. Your science store,
photography store or local optician should be able
to help with making the right choices here.
If the observing setup uses lots of cables, as is
increasingly the case, get some brightly coloured
labels for the cables. You can also get packages of
coloured PVC electrical tape to do the same thing.
Bright bands of tape can be put around tripod legs
and anything else that might be walked into or
fallen over in the midst of the observing sessions,
especially at star parties or other events where
there are lots or people around, or you are likely to
become distracted. A basic tool kit, or a
contribution to one would be useful. There is
always likely to be something that is jammed and
won’t undo, or won’t tighten. I hope all this helps
you fill the stocking and make 2017 a Good Year
for astronomical operations.
Venus is low in the southwest after sunset. Look
for a bright, starlike object, shining steadily. Mars
is low in the Southwest in the evening. Jupiter
rises in the early hours. The Moon will be Full on
the 13th and reach Last Quarter on the 20th.
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